The most basic problem in numerical analysis (methods) is the root finding problem. In this paper we are interesting in represent numerical method which is the Modified Bisection Algorithm(MBA) referred to by Tanakan, (2013, [9]) for finding the multi-roots of a function. Hence in this study we programming the MBA for multi-roots with the R software.
Introduction
A modified bisection algorithms is much more efficient than the bisection method. Furthermore, it is faster than the Newton method, and don not count the derivative of a function at the reference point, which is not always easy. In the practice, the initial solution is really important for the Newton method. But some initial solutions can make the method Newton diverges. Hence, by the intermediate value theorem a modified bisection algorithms, it works when f is a continuous function on  
A modified bisection algorithms can reduced the number of iterations which less than the iteration number of the bisection method and nearby to the iteration number of Newton method, for numerical results see Tanakan ([13] , section [9] ) .
2.Algorithm for a new Modified Bisection Method for multi-roots
In this section we provide an algorithm that relies on the method of a new MBM which finding the roots of function. In this work took the error are less than the tolerance, which is linked to condition 1 n n     less than the tolerance because we computed numerically on the space B.
We can state an alternative modified bisection algorithms for multi-roots as the following ,  Step1: Divide the interval into several intervals ;
. 0 n n n n n n
To alert, this the Modified Bisection Algorithms is based on two method: Bisection method and Kouider method (MB). Hence ,we note that the MBA is the Kouider method see [6] with value sacoring precedents found by Bisection method * n  for an account 1 n   by Kouider method
A new MBM for multi-roots With The R Software
This algorithm is with the R software version i386 3.3.3. The R is an integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation and graphical display. R is very much a vehicle for newly developing methods of interactive data analysis. It has developed rapidly, and has been extended by a large collection of packages, many people use R as a statistics system. There are about 25 packages supplied with R (called \standard" and \recommended" packages) and many more are available through the CRAN family of Internet sites (via http://CRAN.R-project.org) and elsewhere.
Next we present our algorithm for multi-roots with the R software as the following 
Conclusion
In this study, we represented the numerical method MBA of looking for the multi-roots of a zero equation with the R software. In order to apply the MBA for multi-roots finding, correctly on the interval   
